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MAY IT PLEASE THE COMMISSIONERS 

1 This memorandum is filed on behalf of Coleridge Downs Limited (CDL) 

(Submitter 0376 and 0486) in relation to the Selwyn District Plan Review.  

2 This memorandum relates to CDL’s rezoning submission 0486.  

3 On 5 August Counsel filed two briefs of evidence in support of its rezoning 

submission.  Earlier today it filed a further brief (ecology).  

4 There remains three outstanding briefs due to be filed in support of this 

rezoning. Two (traffic and real estate) are understood to be able to be finalised 

by week’s end.  Counsel understands that the final brief (planning and s32AA 

report) is unlikely to be finalised until Wednesday 24 August.  Attempts have 

been made to engage an alternate witness to expedite this timeframe, without 

success. 

5 Counsel apologises for these undesirable timeframes, and acknowledges that 

this slippage of time in providing evidence will impact upon the likely hearing 

date to be set for CDL’s rezoning. 

6 Counsel respectfully requests that the brief filed today and three further briefs 

to come are accepted and considered by the s42A Officers and the Panel. 

Counsel submits that doing so will not prejudice other parties, because: 

6.1 no submitters have opposed CDL’s rezoning proposal; 

6.2 the one neutral submission received1 relates to a confined issue that 

is unlikely to result in extensive evidence from the submitter (if any); 

and 

6.3 CDL is the only Submitter to request a rezoning in the Lake Coleridge 

area.  

  
________________________ 

 
J R King 

10 August 2022 
 

 
1 One Submitter (Transpower DPR-0446) filed a neutral further submission on the confined matter of 
protections to a powerline running through part of the proposed rezoning area.   


